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“THE PAPER THAT HAS NO ENEMIES HAS NO FRIENDS.”
—George Pu' im.

Can You 'Afford’ To Have Polio
The dimes or dollars you give to the March of Dimes
constitute the loest investment in polio protection an
American citizen can make.
By no stretch of the imagination can this uniquely
American institution be called a charity. It is, rather an
inspiring example of how enlightened individuals can
protect each other and themselves from the bankrupting
assault of an enormously expensive disease.
Even if the Marion County Chapter of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis did no more than pay
the cost of treatment for every polio patient who needed
it, the March of Dimes would not be a charity. If it
were, then four out of five patients would be “charity
cases” . . . including newspaper editorial writers. For
few of us indeed can pay costs that may run above $50
a day and, in some cases, add up to more than $20,000
per year.
But your March of Dimes investment does more than
pay the treatment bills.
It buys and transports iron
lungs; it finances the training of skilled professional
people; it meets the cost of transportation, salaries and
maintenance of nurses recruited for service anywhere in
the nation; it finances the most determined scientific
onslaught ever waged by volunteers against a disease;
through every medium it seeks to inform the public about
the problems of polio and protection against it.
All of these are vital services of direct benefit to
patients and public alike . . . whether we are well-heeled
or down-at-the-heel.
This means that all of us—whether we can “afford”
to have polio or not—are investing in our own protection
yvhen we join the March of Dimes.
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REPAIR YOUR CAR
PAY LATER

From Major Motor Repairs to Body and Fender Work.

\ ou can have this work done now by using GMC’s Famous Budget Plan

Nothing Down!

12 Months to Pay!

Your only Requirement is a GihmI Equity in your Car. Plus steady employment. Ix*t us keep your car or truck rolling.
We offer complete automotive service at competitive prices.

GENE TEAGUE CHEVROLET
Sales and Service

Your Local Chevrolet Dealer

Stayton. Ore.
V

